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Nick Reed-Robbins
ABNLP Certified NLP Trainer
Breakthrough Coach
Leadership & Management Facilitator
Nick Reed is a breakthrough coach and certified

principles, particularly in avoiding and

NLP trainer, specialising in helping people be, do

overcoming repetitive injuries.

and have the success they deserve in all aspects
of their life.

Before becoming a coach, Nick enjoyed
running a successful plumbing and heating

He trained as a master level practitioner of NLP,

business but his life completely transformed

and through his passion for making a difference in

after discovering NLP.

people’s lives and an appetite for performance
psychology, he rapidly became a member of the
senior training team for Reed-Robbins
Performance Solutions.
He facilitatres our entire suite of leadership and

Nick had suffered from sleeping problems for
years that traditional treatments were unable
to resolve. Eventually, this drove him to seek
a more powerful solution in the form of NLP,

management programmes, often travelling

which after just a short time, resolved the

around the UK and Europe to deliver training on

issue allowing him to embrace life at a whole

presenting, influencing and communication skills.

new level. He then used the tools to

He also delivers our flagship leadership

transform all areas of his life including

programme Evolving The Tribe. His training is truly

finances, relationships and health so that he

transformative and he builds incredible rapport

could live the life he dreamed of.

that helps to bond teams and facilitate change.
He qualified as an NLP Trainer with Tad James, one
of the first trainers of NLP in the world in 2015.
Together, he and Jess teach NLP to individuals

After experiencing the powerful changes
that can be achieved, Nick is now
passionate about making a difference to
everyone he meets. He leads by example

and organisations including EDF Energy,

and is constantly expanding his own comfort

Vodafone, Everything Everywhere, Essex County

zone as well as deepening his knowledge

Council, Virgin Media, British Gas, TNT, Wickes,

and skill set in all areas of personal success.

Travis Perkins, Urban Outfitters and Comic Relief.
To contact Nick Reed-Robbins
Nick is a passionate golfer, cyclist and all round
sportsman and enjoys using his own experience to
coach and train other athletes in his success

Call: 0800 083 8013
Email: nick@reedrobbins.co.uk
www.reedrobbins.co.uk

